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Introduction
A number of algorithms are currently available for multiplying two matrices A and B to yield the product matrix C = A x B on distributed memory concurrent computers [6, 81. Two classic algorithms are Cannon's algorithm [2] and Fox's algorithm [5] . They are designed based on a P x P square processor grid with a block data distribution in which each processor holds a large consecutive blocks of data.
Two efforts to implement Fox's algorithm on general 2-D grids have been made: Choi, Dongarra and Walker developed 'PUMMA' [3] on blockcyclic datadecomposition, and Huss-Lederman, Jacobson, Tao and Zhang made 'BiMMeR' [7] on virtual 2-D torus wrap data layout. The differences in these data layouts results in different algorithms.
Recent efforts to implement numerical algorithms for dense and banded matrices on distributed memory concurrent computers are based on a block cyclic data distribution, in which an M x N matrix A consists of mg x ng blocks of data, and the blocks are distributed in wrapping around both row and column directions on an arbitrary P x Q processor grid. The distribution can reproduce most data distributions used in linear algebra computations.
Agrawal, Gustavson and Zubair [ 11 proposed another matrix multiplication algorithm by efficiently overlapping computation with communication on the Intel iPSC/860 and Delta system. Van de Geijn and Watts [9] developed the same algorithm independently on the Intel paragon and called it SUMMA.
PUMMA consists of only Q -1 shifting for A, L C M ( P , Q) broadcasting for B, and L C M ( P , Q) local multiplications, where L C M ( P, Q) is the least common multiple of P and Q. It deals with the largest possible matrices of A and B, for computation as well as communication, which makes it difficult to overlap computation with the communication. And it requires an extra large memory space to store A and B, which makes it impractical in real applications. While, SUMMA exploits pipelined broadcasting scheme in order to overlap computation with communication. But its performance is dependent on the block size of data matrices.
In this paper, we present a fast and scalable matrix multiplication algorithm, and call it DIMMA (DistributionIndependent Matrix Multiplication Algorithm). The algorithm incorporates SUMMA with two new ideas. It uses 'a modified pipelined communication scheme', which makes the algorithm the most efficient by overlapping computation and communication effectively. And it exploits 'the LCM concept', which maintains the maximum performance of the sequential BLAS routine, DGEMM, in each processor, even when the block size is very small as well as very large.
DIMMA and SUMMA are implemented and compared on the Intel Paragon computer. The parallel matrix multiplication requires O ( N 3 ) flops and O ( N 2 ) communications, i. e., it is computation intensive. For a large matrix, the performance difference between SUMMA and DIMMA may be 0-8186-7901-8/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE 
Design Principles
Level 3 BLAS [4] perform a number of commonly used matrix-matrix operations, and are available in optimized form on most computing platforms ranging from workstations up to supercomputers.
The most important routine in the Level 3 BLAS is DGEMM for performing matrix-matrix multiplication. The general purpose routine performs the following operation:
where o p ( X ) = X , XT or X H . And ''." denotes matrixmatrix multiplication. A, B and C are matrices and LY and p are scalars. This paper focuses on the design and implementation of the non-transposed matrix multiplication routine of C -e Q A . B + P C , but the idea can be easily extended to the transposed multiplication routines of C e an LCM block. Thus, the matrix in Figure 1 may be viewed as a 2 x 2 array of LCM blocks. Blocks belong to the same processor if their relative locations are the same in each LCM block. A parallel algorithm, in which the order of execution can be intermixed such as matrix multiplication and matrix transposition, may be developed for the first LCM block. Then it can be directly applied to the other LCM blocks, which have the same structure and the same data distribution as the first LCM block, that is, when an operation is executed on the first LCM block, the same operation can be done simultaneously on other LCM blocks.
Algorithms

SUMMA
SUMMA is basically a sequence of rank-kt, update. In SUMMA, A and B are divided into several columns and rows of blocks, respectively, whose block sizes are kt,. Processors multiply the first column of blocks of A with the first row of blocks of B. Then processors multiply the next column of blocks of A and the next row of blocks of B successively, as shown in Figure 2 .
As the snapshot of Figure 2 shows, the first column of processors, Po and P3, begins broadcasting the first column of blocks of A ( A ( : , 0)) along each row of processors (here we used MATLAB notation to simply represent a portion of a matrix.) At the same time, the first row of processors, PO, P I , and P2 broadcasts the first row of blocks of B ( B ( 0 , :)) along each column of processors. After the local multiplication, the second column of processors, PI and P4, broadcasts A ( : , 1) rowwise, and the second row of processors, P3, P4, and P5, broadcasts B ( 1, :) columnwise. This procedure continues until the last column of blocks of A and the last row of blocks of B. 
DIMMA
If the first processor broadcasts everything before the next processor starts to broadcast its data, it is possible to eliminate the idle wait. Figure 4 shows that the idle wait has been minimized if the successive broadcasting of A occurs in the same processor.
With this modified communication scheme, DIMMA is implemented as follows. After the first procedure, that is, broadcasting and multiplying A(:, 0) and B(0, :), the first column of processors, Po and P3, broadcasts A(:, 6) along each row of processors, and the first row of processors, PO, P I , and P2 sends B(6, :) along each column of processors, as shown in Figure 5 . The value 6 appears since the LCM of P = 2 and Q = 3 is 6.
For the third and fourth procedures, the first column of processors, PO and P3, broadcasts rowwise A(:, 3) and A(:, 9), and the second row of processors, P3, P4, and P5, broadcasts columnwise B(3, :) and B(9, :),respectively. After the first column of processors, PO and P3, broadcasts all of their columns of blocks of A along each row of processors, the second column of processors, PI and P4, broadcasts their columns of A. DIMMA is modified with the LCM concept. The basic idea of the LCM concept is to handle simultaneously several thin columns of blocks of A, and the same number of thin rows of blocks of B so that each processor multiplies several thin matrices of A and B simultaneously in order to obtain the maximum performance of the machine. Instead of broadcasting a single column of A and a single row of B, a column of processors broadcasts several (MEX = [kOpt/kbl) columns of blocks of A along each row of processors, whose distance is LCM blocks in the column direction. At the same time, a row of processors broadcasts the same number of blocks of B along each column of processors, whose distance is LCM blocks in the row direction. Then each processor executes its own multiplication. The multiplication operation is changed from 'a sequence (= ICg) of rank-kb updates' to 'a sequence A ( : , [ 1,7] ) to TA and broadcasts them again rowwise, and the second row of processors, P3, P 4 and Ps, copies the next two rows of B ( [ 1,7] , :) to TB and broadcasts them columnwise. The product of TA and TB is added to C in each processor.
While, if k b is much larger than the optimal value (for example k b = loo), it may be also difficult to obtain a good performance since it is difficult to overlap the communication with the computation. And the multiplication routine requires a large amount of memory to send and receive A and B. It is possible to divide k b into smaller pieces. For example, if k b = 100, processors divide a column of blocks of A into five thin columns of blocks, and divide a row of blocks of B into five thin rows of blocks. Then they multiply each thin column of blocks of A with the corresponding thin row of blocks of B successively. The two cases, in which k b is smaller or larger than kept, are combined, and the pseudocode of the DIMMA is shown in Figure 6 .
Analysis of Multiplication Algorithms
We analyze the elapsed time of SUMMA and DIMMA.
It is assumed that k b = kept throughout the computation. On a 2-dimensional P x Q processor grid, assume that the time for sending a column T A and a row TB to the next processor are t,, and t c b , respectively, and the time for multiplying TA with TB and adding the product to C is t,. 5 k b ) . p, and
On DIMMA, each column of processors broadcasts TA until everything they have is sent. Meanwhile, rows of processors broadcast TB if they have the corresponding TB with the TA. For a column of processors, which currently C' = 0 (cy:, :) = 0) broadcasts A, PIGCD rows of processors, whose distance is GCD, have rows of blocks of B to broadcast along with the TA, where GCD is the greatest common divisor of P and Q. The extra idle wait, caused by broadcasting two TBS when they are in different processors, is GCDt,b. Then the total extra waiting time to broadcast T B S is Q (P/GCD) CCD .
However, if GCD = P , only one row of processors has TB to broadcast corresponding to the column of processors, and the total extra waiting time is P t c b . So,
Implementation and Results
We implemented three algorithms, called them SUMMAO, SUMMA and DIMMA, and compared their performance on the 256 node Intel Paragon (XPS35) at Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology, Suwon, Korea. SUMMAO is the original version of SUMMA, which has the pipelined broadcasting scheme and the fixed block First of all, we changed the block size, k6, and observed how the block size affects the performance of the algorithms. Table 1 
Conclusions
We present a new matrix multiplication algorithm, called DIMMA. DIMMA is the most efficient and scalable matrix multiplication algorithm. DIMMA uses the modified pipelined broadcasting scheme to overlap computation and communication effectively, and exploits the LCM block concept to obtain the maximum performance of the sequential BLAS routine regardless of the block size. DIMMA always shows the same high performance even when the block size k b is very small as well as very large if the matrices are evenly distributed among processors. DIMMA is truly a fast, scalable, and universal matrix multiplication algorithm.
